Travel cost of residence and jobs is important issue of compact city, which we have to consider from the viewpoint of sustainable society. In this paper, we propose a new calculation method of travel cost in the urban city by using Reformulation-Linearization Techniques (RLT) and Quadratic Programming Problem. This method enable us to minimize travel cost in consideration of constrained optimization distribution of residence and jobs and to analyze the characters of the total number of people and the number of working trip. Furthermore, in the analysis, we describe the possibility how this method adapt to the actual urban cities.
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The purpose of this paper is to derive the optimum arrangement structure which minimizes travel cost of residence (H) and jobs (W ). Travel cost is forming "H − W " commuting trip and "W − W � "
working trip, and we add capacity constraint to buildings in the urban model, so we are able to propose the new method of calculating the travel cost in urban city.
First of all, upon we try to formulate the travel cost, we set the independent urban model which has two type buildings, W composed of I nodes and H composed J nodes, and more, the total number of people as constantly T and assume that people who arranged h j constantly moves to wi, and moves from wi to w i � α times. Quoting spatial interaction model concept, we are able to formulate that commuting
and working travel cost is Finally, we mention the possibility to branch the model to real urban morphology adding other function weighting such as urgentness and importance to α and prospect for the future. Moreover, we obtain knowledge the problem that the method using RLT makes error in process of calculating optimum solution once in a while, so we would like to make the next step to meliorate the reformulation of NonConvexification Quadratic Programming Problem with Semidefinite Programming relaxations. 
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